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Type Series Index
ACTAIR NG  22
ACTELEC - AUMA  21
ACTELEC - BERNARD CONTROLS  21
AMTROBOX  24
AMTROBOX ATEX Zone 22  24
AMTROBOX EEx ia  24
AMTROBOX F  24
AMTROBOX M  24
AMTROBOX R  25
AMTROBOX R EEx ia  25
AMTROBOX R Ex d  25
AMTRONIC  26

BOA-CVE C/CS/W/IMS/EKB/IMS EKB  15
BOA-CVE H  15
BOA-CVP H  15

DANAÏS 150  20
DYNACTAIR NG  22

HQ  21

ISORIA 10/16  19
ISORIA 20/25  20

MIL 10000  17
MIL 21000  17
MIL 27000  17
MIL 29000  17
MIL 37-38  23
MIL 400L  25
MIL 41000  18
MIL 496  25
MIL 50000  18
MIL 67-68  23
MIL 70000  18
MIL 71000  18
MIL 7400  26
MIL 76000  18
MIL 77000  19
MIL 78000  19
MIL 8013  27
MIL 81000  19
MIL 91000  19

NORI 160  16
NORI 40  15
NORI 500  16

SISTO-10  16
SISTO-16/-16S  16
SISTO-20  16
SISTO-C  17
SISTO-C LAP  23
SISTO-LAD  22
SISTO-LAE  21
SISTO-LAP  22
SMARTRONIC AS-i  26
SMARTRONIC MA  26
SMARTRONIC PC  27

TRIODIS 150  20
TRIODIS 300  20
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Butterfly valves

Under the AMRI brand, KSB sells its

butterfly valves. They are used in building

services, industry, water engineering and

power generation applications. AMRI

products include pneumatic, hydraulic

and electric valve actuators as well as

control systems.

Diaphragm valves

Under the SISTO brand, KSB sells its

diaphragm valves. They perform shut-off

duties in building services, industrial,

water management and power generation

applications. Under this brand name,

KSB offers special valves for sterile

processes including biotech applications.  

Control valves

Under the MIL brand, KSB sells control 

valves for applications in the energy 

sector and industry.

KSB Trademarks

Apart from the KSB umbrella brand, the following brand names
identify quality products and services by the KSB Group:
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A modern company – for 150
KSB is celebrating its 150th anniversary in 2021 under the motto 
“People. Passion. Performance.” What began with an idea has 
developed into a leading global player for pumps, valves and service.

Steam-driven piston 
pump circa 1890 with 
two “Klein hearts”

It all began with an idea

In 1871, mechanical engineer Johannes Klein received the 

patent for his boiler feed apparatus. In that same year, together 

with Friedrich Schanzlin and Jakob August Becker, he founded 

Frankenthaler Maschinen- & Armatur - Fabrik Klein, Schanzlin 

& Becker, employing twelve staff.

The company grew steadily, becoming an Aktiengesellschaft 

(public limited company) in 1887 and acquiring many companies 

in Germany. 

The path to becoming a global group

In 1925, KSB founded its first company abroad. New companies 

in Argentina (1941), Pakistan (1953) and South Africa (1959) 

marked the beginning of the operations outside of Europe.  

During the 1980s KSB took over further companies and 

expanded its range of products. In 1986, KSB acquired the 

leading French pump manufacturer Pompes Guinard, followed 

three years later by Amri, the second largest valve manufacturer 

in the world. The acquisition of the US company GIW Industries 

in 1988 signalled KSB’s entry to the slurry pump market. In 

1991, KSB integrated Hallesche Pumpenwerke GmbH into its 
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Additive manufacturing enables KSB to produce complex components.

A modern company – years
Inside the valves shop in 
Frankenthal (around 1930)

operations, today a production site for water and waste water 

pumps.

To strengthen activities in key markets such as China, India and 

Brazil, many new companies and joint ventures were founded 

from the mid-1990s. In Europe additional companies such as 

DP Industries B.V. in the Netherlands joined the Group, further 

expanding KSB’s portfolio of products.

Smart for the future 

KSB helps customers to remain competitive with digital 

solutions geared towards the future. Smart products and 

services ensure greater transparency in systems and increase 

their efficiency. 

Through its digital factory approach, KSB is increasingly 

switching its production processes to standardised and 

automatic operations. Already today, additive manufacturing 

enables spare parts to be rapidly produced using 3D printing 

processes.

150 years of experience 

KSB is one of the world’s leading suppliers of pumps, valves and 

related systems. Over 15,000 employees work in production, 

sales and service locations on all continents. The Group is 

represented with subsidiaries in more than 40 countries. 

KSB’s highly efficient and reliable products are used in 

applications where fluids need to be transported or reliably shut 

off, for example in building services and industrial applications, 

in the chemical/petrochemical industries, in water supply and 

waste water treatment as well as in power plant processes and 

mining. 

Around the globe, over 190 service workshops and some 3500 

service specialists provide inspection, maintenance and repair 

services locally under the brand name KSB SupremeServ. 

Innovative technology that is the fruit of KSB’s research and 

development activities forms the basis for the company’s success.
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KSB SupremeServ is on hand to 
support you with classic and digital 
service and spare parts solutions over 
the entire product life cycle. Whether 
it’s a KSB product, non-KSB product 
or other rotating equipment, you’ll 
bene� t from the reliable and sustaina-
ble operation of your system. 

Applications:
■ Water and Waste Water
■ Industry
■ Energy
■ Building Services
■ Mining
Wherever and whenever you need us, 
we’re there for you – worldwide.  

Smart services for maximum 
availability and efficiency

As a leading supplier of pumps and valves, we attach great importance to provid-
ing you with a comprehensive service of the highest quality. In fact, we believe 
it’s so important that we even gave it a special name: KSB SupremeServ.
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Our mission: 
Certified quality assurance

Our five key goals:   

■■ Maximum customer satisfaction: We do everything to fulfil 

our customers’ wishes on time and in full.

■■ Fostering quality awareness: We put our quality commitment 

into daily practice – from executives to employees, 

whose qualifications and competence we foster through 

continuing training.

■■ Prevention rather than cure: We systematically analyse errors 

and prevent the causes.

■■ Improvement in quality: We continually optimise our 

processes in order to work more efficiently.

■■ Involvement of suppliers: We attach great importance 

to working together fairly and openly to achieve our 

shared goals.

First-class products and excellent service take top priority at KSB. 

To maintain this level of excellence, we have developed a modern 

quality management system with globally applicable guidelines. 

It is based on the Business Excellence model of the European 

Foundation for Quality Management, which already ensures 

improved quality management Europewide.

Our guidelines define uniform quality for all KSB locations and 

have helped us to optimise our manufacturing processes. 

The results are shorter delivery times and global availability 

of our products. These guidelines govern the way we act so 

comprehensively that even the competence of our consulting 

and the good value for money we offer are clearly stipulated. 

Like the ‘Made in Germany’ quality seal, we introduced internal 

certification as a sign of the highest quality: ‘Made by KSB’.

As a signatory to the United Nations Global Compact, KSB is committed to 

endorsing the ten principles of the international community in the areas 

of human rights, labour standards, environmental protection and anti-

corruption.
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Our products cater to the requirements of light industrial 

applications through to building services and water transport 

projects just as efficiently as they cope with the harshest 

conditions in the oil and gas as well as power plant sectors. 

Our valves meet all relevant quality standards and directives. 

Everything under control:  
the KSB control valve portfolio

KSB‘s portfolio of control valves covers a wide range of requirements from many different applications. 
Alongside our technical expertise and know-how, customer focus plays a key role in everything we do. 
This is reflected in our product portfolio. We are very familiar with our customers‘ needs and offer 
innovative solutions for closed- and open-loop valve control in fluid processes.  

Visit our online product catalogue at www.ksb.com/products 

for an overview of our control valve range and additional 

information.
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Our intelligent positioners and control 

units such as AMTRONIC and 

SMARTRONIC perfectly complement 

our control valve portfolio, handling 

your process data, controlling your 

valves and enhancing performance. 

They offer a wide range of functionalities 

and are highly versatile.

Function Product Special feature Applications

Process control SMARTRONIC PC 4 programmable functions Industry

Water

Waste 
water

Energy

Marine

Oil and gas

For 
quarter-turn 
and
linear 
actuators

For all 
applications

Positioning
SMARTRONIC AS-i
SMARTRONIC MA
SMARTRONIC MA Ex ia

First digital positioner for AS-i fi eld 
buses of the latest generation, 
ATEX-compliant (ATEX II 1 G)

On/off control AMTRONIC
AMTRONIC Ex ia

Position signalling and com-
pressed air supply integrated in 
a single unit, ATEX-compliant 
(ATEX II 1 G)

KSB – your specialist for innovative valve solutions

KSB’s control valve portfolio – the right solution for all requirements.

ISORIA 10/16
PN 16
T: -10 – +200°C

TRIODIS 300
PN 50
T: -196 – +260 °C

DANAIS 150
PN 25
T: -50 – +260°C

NORI 500
PN 500
T: -10 – +650°C

MIL 21000
Cl. 2500
T: -10 – +566°C

MIL 91000
Cl. 4500
T: -10 – +725°C

NORI 160
PN 160
T: -10 – +550°C

TRIODIS 600
PN 100
T: -196 – +260 °C

BOA CVE/CVP H
PN 40
T: -10 – +450 °C

-196 °C +700 °C

T: -10 – +550°C

0

TRIODIS 150
PN 25
T: -196 – +260 °C

T: -10 – +650°C

T: -10 – +566°C

T: -10 – +725°C

500

PNClass
4500

ISORIA 20/25
PN 25
T: -10 – +80 °C
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The power. To win over challenges.

Energy Sector 

With proven expertise across sectors including thermal, nuclear, 
fertilizer, oil & gas, petrochemicals and other core industries, KSB is 
equipped to cater to severe conditions prevalent in various process 
industries and provide novel concepts and customized solutions for 
tough process control applications in all industry sectors. 

KSB’s credentials have proved that 
its control valves can deliver high 
performances at both captive power 
plants and utility power plants including 
supercritical units from 660 MW to 

1000 MW. KSB can cater to the most 
demanding design challenges and 
applications, including those in nuclear 
and combined cycle power plants, 
thereby powering the power generation 
industry.

+ Through alliance partner     ++ Alternatively uses Atmospheric Steam Discharge / Condenser Steam Dump valves

N.A: Not applicable for the sector

Start-up Feed Control

BFP Min. Flow Control

Seperator Level Control Valve

Boiler Circulation Control

Soot Blower Pressure Reduction

SH/RH Spray

Aux. PRDS Package

HP Turbine / Boiler Drain

Heater Drain & Condensate System

HP / LP Bypass
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Coal fired 
Supercritical

(upto 1000 MW)
Severe service applications catered

Coal fired 
Subcritical

(upto 600 MW)

Combined Cycle 
(upto 1000 MW)

Nuclear 
(upto 700 MW)

Start-up Feedwater Control valve
MIL 91000, 14”, 3000# ASME

BFP Min.Recirculation Control valve
MIL 91000, 12”, 3200# ASME

Seperator Level Control valve
MIL 71000, 12”, 2500# ASME

Soot Blower Pressure Reduction Control valve
MIL 91000, 4”, 3100# ASME
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Severe service applications catered
Oil & Gas 

(upstream)
Refinery

Oil / Refinery 
Products  

(transportation)

LNG/Petrochemical/ 
Chemical/ Fertilizer

Control valves have become key 
components in offshore and onshore 
oil & gas industry, both upstream and 
downstream where applications are 
demanding due to the high pressure and 
adverse corrosive conditions experienced 
on production platforms and refineries. 
The indelible imprint of KSB quality has 

Industry Sector made its mark in the Indian fertilizer 
industry as well, with Ammonia, Urea 
let down valves and Low noise valves 
for steam applications that are being 
used at renowned facilities. We have 
the distinction of being associated with 
the supply of Cryogenic control valves 
including Bellows sealed & Vacuum 
jacketed valves for LNG terminals and 
Cryogenic test facilities.

Hydrocarbon service

Hydrogen service

Antisurge Control

Hot / Cold HP Separator Letdown

Cryogenic service

Water / Steam / Gas Injection

Amine / Carbamate Letdown

HP Ammonia Letdown

Urea Service

High Pressure CO2

HP Pump Recirculation

Micro Flow

HP Steam Vent

Hot High Pressure Separator Level Control valve
MIL 77000, 4”X6”, 1500# ASME

Charge Gas Compressor Antisurge valve
MIL 41000, 20”, 150# ASME

Amine Regeneration Control valve
MIL 78000, 6”, 1500# ASME

MIL 41000 Series, 20”, 600# ASME valve with 
Electro-hydraulic actuator supplied to Refinery 

Pipeline Augmentation Project
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General Information

Regional products Not all depicted products are available for sale in every country. Products only
available in individual regions are indicated accordingly. Please contact your
sales representative for details.

Key to actuators In the Products section from page the symbol   in conjunction with the
relevant letter indicates the actuator type(s) available.

 m = manual (lever, handwheel, etc.)

 e = electric actuator

 p = pneumatic actuator

 h = hydraulic actuator

Trademark rights All trademarks or company logos shown in the catalogue are protected by
trademark rights owned by KSB SE & Co. KGaA and/or a KSB Group company.
The absence of the "®" symbol should not be interpreted to mean that the
term is not a registered trademark.
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Valves
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Control valves to DIN/EN

BOA-CVE C/CS/IMS/EKB/IMS EKB 15

BOA-CVE H 15

BOA-CVP H 15

NORI 40 15

NORI 160 16

NORI 500 16

SISTO-10 16

SISTO-16/-16S 16

SISTO-20 16

SISTO-C 17

Control valves to ANSI/ASME

MIL 10000 17

MIL 21000 17

MIL 27000 17

MIL 29000 17

MIL 41000 18

MIL 50000 18

MIL 70000 18

MIL 71000 18

MIL 76000 18

MIL 77000 19

MIL 78000 19

MIL 81000 19

MIL 91000 19

Butterfly control valves

ISORIA 10/16 19

ISORIA 20/25 20

DANAÏS 150 20

TRIODIS 150 20

TRIODIS 300 20

Actuators
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Electric actuators

ACTELEC (AUMA) 21

ACTELEC (BERNARD CONTROLS) 21

SISTOMAT-E 21

Hydraulic actuators HQ 21

Pneumatic actuators

ACTAIR NG 22

DYNACTAIR NG 22

SISTO-LAD 22

SISTO-LAP 22

SISTO-C LAP 23

MIL 37-38 23

MIL 67-68 23
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Automation
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Monitoring

AMTROBOX 24

AMTROBOX EEx ia 24

AMTROBOX ATEX Zone 22 24

AMTROBOX F 24

AMTROBOX M 24

AMTROBOX R 25

AMTROBOX R EEx ia 25

AMTROBOX R Ex d 25

MIL 400L 25

MIL 496 25

ON/OFF valve controllers AMTRONIC 26

Positioners

SMARTRONIC MA 26

SMARTRONIC AS-I 26

MIL 7400 26

MIL 8013 27

Intelligent positioners SMARTRONIC PC 27

If requested by the customer, valves can also be fitted with other brands of actuators and equipment.
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Control valves to DIN/EN

BOA-CVE C/CS/W/IMS/EKB/IMS EKB
PN
DN
T [°C]

6/10/16
15 - 200

≥ -10 - ≤ +120

Description
Control valve to DIN/EN based on standard type series BOA-Compact, BOA-
SuperCompact, BOA-W, BOA-Compact EKB, BOA-Compact IMS EKB, BOA-
Control IMS and BOA-Control IMS EKB, bonnetless pressure-retaining body, soft-
seated. Leakage rate selectable from 0.05 % to drop-tight, Kvs values between 6.3
and 700 m³/h and closing pressures of up to 16 bar. With intelligent
microprocessor-controlled and pre-set electric actuators providing actuating forces
from 1000 N to 14,000 N; electronic configuration of flow characteristic, Kvs value,
actuating signal and actuating time using PC tool or manual parameterisation unit.
Customised configuration can be implemented at the KSB factory on request.
Applications
Hot-water heating systems up to 120 °C. Ventilation and air-conditioning systems.
Water supply systems, drinking water. Not suitable for fluids containing mineral
oils, steam or fluids liable to attack EPDM and uncoated cast iron. Other fluids on
request.

e http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000326

BOA-CVE H
PN
DN
T [°C]

16/25/40
15 - 200

≥ -10 - ≤ +450

Description
Service-friendly control valve to DIN/EN with flanged ends, either with linear or
equal-percentage control characteristic at Kvs values of 0.1 to 630 m³/h and closing
pressures of up to 40 bar; all internal parts are easy to replace without special
tools, including the reversible seat; noise level reduced by standard two-stage
pressure reduction combining a parabolic plug and multi-hole cage; with electric
actuator.
Applications
General industrial facilities, process engineering, plant engineering, cooling
circuits, heating systems.

e http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000772

BOA-CVP H
PN
DN
T [°C]

16/25/40
15 - 200

≥ -10 - ≤ +450

Description
Service-friendly control valve to DIN/EN with flanged ends, either with linear or
equal-percentage control characteristic at Kvs values of 0.1 to 630 m³/h and closing
pressures of up to 40 bar; all internal parts are easy to replace without special
tools, including the reversible seat; noise level reduced by standard two-stage
pressure reduction combining a parabolic plug and multi-hole cage; with
pneumatic actuator.
Applications
General industrial facilities, process engineering, plant engineering, cooling
circuits, heating systems.

p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000662

NORI 40
PN
DN
T [°C]

25/40
10 - 200

≥ -10 to ≤ +450

Description
Globe valve to DIN/EN with flanged, butt weld or socket weld ends, with electric or
pneumatic actuators to customer specification, with gland packing, with shut-off
valve disc or throttling plug, non-rotating stem, integrated position indicator, seat/
disc interface made of wear and corrosion resistant chrome steel or chrome nickel
steel.
Applications
In industrial plants, power stations, process engineering and shipbuilding. For
water and steam. Other non-aggressive fluids such as gas or oil on request.

e, p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000341
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NORI 160
PN
DN
T [°C]

63 - 160
10 - 200

≥ -10 to ≤ +550

Description
Globe valve to DIN/EN with flanged, butt weld or socket weld ends, with electric or
pneumatic actuators to customer specification, with gland packing, with shut-off
valve disc or throttling plug, non-rotating stem, integrated position indicator, seat/
disc interface made of wear and corrosion resistant 17 % chrome steel or Stellite.
Applications
In industrial plants, power stations, process engineering and shipbuilding. For
water and steam. Other non-aggressive fluids such as gas or oil on request.

e, p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000345

NORI 500
PN
DN
T [°C]

250 - 500
10 - 65

≥ -10 to ≤ +650

Description
Globe valve to DIN/EN with flanged, butt weld or socket weld ends, with electric or
pneumatic actuators to customer specification, with gland packing, with or
without back seat, with throttling plug, non-rotating stem, integrated position
indicator, seat/disc interface made of Stellite.
Applications
In industrial plants, power stations, process engineering and shipbuilding. For
water and steam. Other non-aggressive fluids such as gas or oil on request.

e, p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000350

SISTO-10
PN
DN
T [°C]

10
15 - 300

≥ -20 to ≤ +160

Description
Diaphragm valve to DIN/EN with flanged ends, with pneumatic or electric actuator;
shut-off and sealing to atmosphere by diaphragm; body with or without lining,
position indicator with integrated stem protection. All moving parts are separated
from the fluid by the diaphragm. Maintenance-free.
Applications
Shut-off or control duties in industrial and chemical plants and in process
engineering. Suitable for service water, air, oil, abrasive and aggressive fluids.

e, p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000315

SISTO-16/-16S
PN
DN
T [°C]

16
15 - 300

≥ -10 to ≤ +160

Description
Diaphragm valve to DIN/EN or with short face-to-face length (BS) with flanged
ends, with pneumatic or electric actuator; shut-off and sealing to atmosphere by
completely enclosed spiral-supported diaphragm; body with or without lining,
position indicator with integrated stem protection. All moving parts are separated
from the fluid by the diaphragm. Maintenance-free.
Applications
Shut-off or control duties in building services, industrial plants and power stations;
suitable for drinking water, service water, air, oil, technical gases; from fluids
handled in the food and beverages industry to abrasive and aggressive products in
chemical and process engineering.

e, p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000316

SISTO-20
PN
DN
T [°C]

16
15 - 300

≥ -20 to ≤ +160

Description
Diaphragm valve to DIN/EN with flanged ends, with pneumatic or electric actuator;
shut-off and sealing to atmosphere by completely enclosed spiral-supported
diaphragm; body with or without lining, position indicator with integrated stem
protection. All moving parts are separated from the fluid by the diaphragm.
Maintenance-free.
Applications
Shut-off or control duties in building services, industrial plants and power stations;
suitable for drinking water, service water, air, oil, technical gases; from fluids
handled in the food and beverages industry to abrasive and aggressive products in
chemical and process engineering.

e, p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000317

Not available for worldwide sale   Actuator/Automation
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SISTO-C
PN
DN
T [°C]

16
6 - 200

≥ -20 to ≤ +160

Description
Diaphragm valve with butt weld ends or clamps; in straight-way, Y or T pattern, or
as a multi-port valve, with pneumatic piston actuator; shut-off and sealing to
atmosphere by completely enclosed diaphragm. No dead volumes, suitable for
sterilisation, SIP/CIP-compliant design, visual position indicator. All moving parts
are separated from the fluid by the diaphragm. Maintenance-free
Applications
Shut-off and control duties in biotechnology, pharmaceutical industry, sterile
processes, food and beverages industry.

p http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000320

Control valves to ANSI/ASME

MIL 10000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 1500
¾ - 16

≥ -29 to ≤ +454

Description
The top- and bottom-guided double-ported control valve is characterised by a high
permissible pressure drop across the valve. The high flow capacity typical of this
design is attained with low pressure recovery. Bi-directional flow is permitted;
wide flow passage, suitable for viscous fluids.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-10000/

MIL 21000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 2500
½ - 10

≥ -100 - ≤ +566

Description
Top-guided single-ported heavy post-guided control valve for a wide temperature
range.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-21000/

MIL 27000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 300
½ - 2

≥ -27 to ≤ +427

Description
Compact and light-weight construction, rugged stem guiding, field-reversible
actuator, tight shut-off.
Applications
The globe valve is used in industrial segments with moderate pressure drop for
handling fluids with a low solids content, viscous fluids in refineries, and fluids in
the petrochemical, pharmaceutical, chemical, and bio-medical industries where
accurate monitoring and control of the valve position is critical as it affects product
quality.

p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-27000/

MIL 29000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 1500
½ - 1

≥ -100 to ≤ +343

Description
Compact microflow globe valves with high rangeability (500:1), quick-change trim
for on-site adjustment of flow coefficient, rugged cage-style plug guide; anti-
cavitation design available.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering (e.g. fine control of spray water),
chemical, petrochemical and pharmaceutical engineering.

p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-29000/
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MIL 41000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 4500
½ - 36

≥ -196 - ≤ +566

Description
Cage-guided single-ported heavy-duty control valves, high pressure drop
capability; noise reduction and anti-cavitation solution available by replacing the
standard cage
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering, chemical and petrochemical
engineering.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-41000/

MIL 50000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 2500
½ - 4

≥ -250 to ≤ -27

Description
Cryogenic control valves with extended body, rugged guided extended valve plug,
body-bonnet bolting outside the cold box.
Applications
Used in LNG terminals, storage tanks during transport and storage, bench testing
of cryogenic engines for rockets and space shuttles, LPG production and processing
plants, etc.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-50000/

MIL 70000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 2500
½ - 10

≥ -100 to ≤ +566

Description
Top-guided single-ported heavy-duty control valves in angle pattern.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering, chemical and petrochemical
engineering

e, h, p

MIL 71000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 4500
½ - 36

≥ -196 to ≤ +566

Description
Cage-guided single-ported high-performance angle valve.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering, chemical and petrochemical
engineering.

e, h, p

MIL 76000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 2500
1 - 2

≥ -27 to ≤ +566

Description
The letdown control valves in angle pattern are designed for all applications
where flashing (flash evaporation) or two-phase (liquid and gaseous) flows may
occur; no body/trim erosion, vibration or noise. Due to its angle pattern, the globe
valve is self-draining.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering, chemical and petrochemical
engineering.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-76000/
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MIL 77000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

600 - 2500
2 - 8

≥ -27 to ≤ +566

Description
Multi-stage low-noise control valve with labyrinth trim.
Applications
Industry, power stations (e.g. start/bypass valve), process engineering, chemical
and petrochemical engineering (e.g. control valve at hot high-pressure separators
(HHPS)).

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-77000/

MIL 78000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 2500
½ - 6

≥ -29 to ≤ +260

Description
Multistage control valve in anti-cavitation design with wear-resistant multistage
trim and detachable flow bush / spacer.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering, chemical and petrochemical
engineering.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-78000/

MIL 81000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 2500
¾ - 12

≥ -30 to ≤ +454

Description
Three-way combining and diverting control valves.
Applications
Building services, industry, power stations.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-81000/

MIL 91000
Class
NPS [inch]
T [°C]

150 - 4500
¾ - 20

≥ -29 to ≤ +566

Description
Multistage multi-path control valve with Matrix trim; pressures of up to 420 bar
can be reduced by up to 50 pressure reduction stages, preventing cavitation and
greatly reducing fluid velocity.
Applications
Industry, power stations, process engineering, chemical and petrochemical
engineering.

e, h, p
https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/control-valves/
mil-91000/

Butterfly control valves

ISORIA 10/16
PN [bar]
DN
T [°C]

10/16
40 - 1000

≥ -10 to ≤ +200

Description
Centred-disc butterfly valve, elastomer liner, with pneumatic, electric or hydraulic
actuator. Wafer-type body (T1), semi-lug body (T2), full-lug body (T4) or U-section
body with flat faces (T5). Body types T2 and T4 are suitable for downstream
dismantling and dead-end service with counterflange. Connections to EN, ASME,
JIS.
Applications
Shut-off and control duties in all industrial and energy sectors.

e, h, p + Smartronic http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000377
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ISORIA 20/25
PN [bar]
DN
T [°C]

20/25
32 - 1000

≥ -10 to ≤ +200

Description
Centred-disc butterfly valve, elastomer liner, with pneumatic, electric or hydraulic
actuator. Semi-lug body (T2), full-lug body (T4) or U-section body with flat faces
(T5). Body types T2, T4 and T5 are suitable for downstream dismantling and dead-
end service with counterflange. Connections to EN, ASME, JIS
Applications
Shut-off and control duties in all industrial and energy sectors.

e, h, p + Smartronic http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000379

DANAÏS 150
PN [bar]
or Class
DN
T [°C]

≤ 25
150

50 - 1200
≥ -50 to ≤ +260

Description
Double-offset butterfly valve with plastomer seat ring (also in fire-safe design) or
metal seat ring, with pneumatic, electric or hydraulic actuator and SMARTRONIC
positioner, body made of cast steel or stainless steel, wafer-type body (T1) or full-
lug body (T4). The T4 body type is suitable for dead-end service and downstream
dismantling. EN, ASME, JIS connections.
Applications
Petroleum, gas, chemical and petrochemical industry, nuclear power stations,
sugar industry, paper industry, geothermal energy, shipbuilding, low-pressure
steam, vacuum service. All applications requiring offset-disc butterfly valves.

e, h, p + Smartronic http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000427

TRIODIS 150
PN [bar]
or Class
DN
T [°C]

≤ 20
150

80 - 1400
≥ -196 to ≤ +260

Description
Triple-offset butterfly valve, metal-seated (fire-safe), without gland packing,
maintenance-free, with lever or manual gearbox, pneumatic, electric or hydraulic
actuator. Body made of steel or stainless steel, full-lug body (T4), flanged body (T7)
with flat or raised faces, body with butt weld ends (BWSE). Body types T4 and T7
are suitable for dead-end service. Connections to EN, ASME or JIS. Connections to
ASME: Schedule 10S, 10, STD and XS to NPS for valves with butt weld ends (other
connections on request). Fugitive emissions performance tested and certified to
EN ISO 15848-1. Certified to German TA Luft Technical Guidelines on Air Quality
Control. Fire-safe design tested and certified to EN ISO 10497 (BS 6755 - API 6FA).
ATEX-compliant version in accordance with Directive 2014/34/EU. In compliance
with NACE MR0175 / ISO 15156 and MR 0103.
Applications
Natural gas liquefaction. All liquefied gases. Heat transfer fluids, oil, gas,
petrochemical industry, tank farms, refineries, onshore and offshore plants.

e, h, p + Smartronic http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000816

TRIODIS 300
PN [bar]
or Class
DN
T [°C]

≤ 50
300

80 - 1200
≥ -196 to ≤ +260

Description
Triple-offset butterfly valve, metal-seated (fire-safe), without gland packing,
maintenance-free, with lever or manual gearbox, pneumatic, electric or hydraulic
actuator. Body made of steel or stainless steel, full-lug body (T4), flanged body (T7)
with flat or raised faces, body with butt weld ends (BWSE). Body types T4 and T7
are suitable for dead-end service. Connections to EN, ASME or JIS. Connections to
ASME: Schedule 40S and STD to NPS for valves with butt weld ends (other
connections on request). Fugitive emissions performance tested and certified to
EN ISO 15848-1. Certified to German TA Luft Technical Guidelines on Air Quality
Control. Fire-safe design tested and certified to EN ISO 10497 (BS 6755 - API 6FA).
ATEX-compliant version in accordance with Directive 2014/34/EU. In compliance
with NACE MR0175 / ISO 15156 and MR 0103.
Applications
Natural gas liquefaction. All liquefied gases. Heat transfer fluids, aggressive fluids,
oil, gas, petrochemical industry, tank farms, refineries, onshore and offshore
plants.

e, h, p + Smartronic http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000817
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Electric Actuators

ACTELEC - AUMA
Quarter-turn actuator
Multi-turn actuator
Enclosure
Output torque [Nm]

SQ 05.2 - SQ 12
31 - 1600

IP67
≤ 16000

Description
Electric actuators by AUMA for direct mounting on quarter‐turn
valves (actuator flange to ISO 5211) with a manual gearbox of the
MR type series (actuator flange to ISO 5210). Power supply: single-
phase AC, three-phase or direct current. Torque switch, travel stop
and limit switch box as standard. For on/off or control duties.
Integrated local control or remote control.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000407

ACTELEC - BERNARD CONTROLS
Quarter-turn actuator
Multi-turn actuator
Enclosure
Output torque [Nm]
T [°C]

AQ1L - SQ120
31 - 800

IP67
≤ 8000

≥ -20 - ≤ +80

Description
Electric actuators by BERNARD CONTROLS for direct mounting on
quarter‐turn valves (actuator flange to ISO 5211) with a manual
gearbox of the MR type series (actuator flange to ISO 5210). Power
supply: single-phase AC, three-phase or direct current. Torque
switch, travel stop and limit switch box as standard. For on/off or
control duties. Integrated local control or remote control.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000407

SISTO-LAE
Type
Multi-turn actuator
Enclosure
Output torque [Nm]

AUMA

IP67
≤ 250

Description
Multi-turn actuators for valves with rising stem, max. closing force
60,000 N, configurable as a function of flow characteristics and
valve travel; open/closed-position feedback; factory-mounted.
Applications
Building services, industry, power stations, food industry, chemical
industry.

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000405

Hydraulic Actuators

HQ
Output torque [Nm]
Enclosure
T [°C]

≤ 55000
IP68

≥ -45 - ≤ +100

Description
Single-acting or double-acting hydraulic actuator (gas cartridge or
spring) for mounting on quarter-turn valves (butterfly valves or ball
valves). Actuator flange to ISO 5211. Control pressure up to 160 bar.
Mounts on valves with square or flat shaft end. Force transmission
via rack-and-pinion or scotch-yoke kinematics provides output
torques of up to 55,000 Nm which are ideal for actuating quarter-
turn valves. Equipped with a visual position indicator and adjustable
travel stops for open/closed position as standard. Optional manual
override. Can be equipped with a hydraulic power unit: for shut-off,
as a safety block, ESD block, as a bypass device enabling manual
override. Can be combined with all limit switch boxes of the
AMTROBOX/AMTROBOX R type series.
Applications
Marine

AMTROBOX http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000924
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Pneumatic actuators

ACTAIR NG
Output torque [Nm]
at a control pressure of
6 bar
Enclosure
T [°C]

≤ 8000

IP68
≥ -50 - ≤ +150

Description
Double-acting pneumatic actuator for mounting on quarter-turn
valves (butterfly valves or ball valves). Actuator flange to ISO 5211.
Control pressure up to 8 bar. Mounts on valves with square or flat
shaft end. Force transmission via scotch-yoke kinematics provides
output torques of up to 8000 Nm which are ideal for actuating
quarter-turn valves. Equipped with a visual position indicator and,
depending on the actuator size, adjustable travel stops for open/
closed position or closed position as standard. Optional separate or
integrated manual override. Suitable for mounting control unit type
series AMTROBOX, AMTRONIC, SMARTRONIC or any other device
with an interface to VDI/VDE 3845.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

AMTROBOX, AMTRONIC, SMARTRONIC http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000411

DYNACTAIR NG
Output torque [Nm]
at a control pressure of
6 bar
Enclosure
T [°C]

≤ 4000

IP68
≥ -50 - ≤ +150

Description
Single-acting pneumatic actuator for mounting on quarter-turn
valves (butterfly valves or ball valves). Actuator flange to ISO 5211.
Control pressure up to 8 bar. Mounts on valves with square or flat
shaft end. Force transmission via scotch-yoke kinematics provides
output torques of up to 4000 Nm which are ideal for actuating
quarter-turn valves. Reset to fail-safe position in case of control air
failure is effected by means of spring assemblies. Equipped with a
visual position indicator and, depending on the actuator size,
adjustable travel stops for closed position or open/closed position as
standard. Optional separate or integrated manual override. Suitable
for mounting control unit type series AMTROBOX, AMTRONIC,
SMARTRONIC or any other device with an interface to VDI/
VDE 3845.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

AMTROBOX, AMTRONIC, SMARTRONIC http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000412

SISTO-LAP
Control air pressure [bar]
Closing force [N]

5,5 - 10
≤ 250000

Description
Piston actuator in heavy-duty design for mounting on valves with a
linear stem movement (globe valves, diaphragm valves and gate
valves). Actuator flange to DIN/ISO 5210. Available in single-acting
spring-to-close or spring-to-open design, or double-acting air-to-
open/air-to-close design; suitable for mounting limit switches or
positioners to suit customer requirements, factory-mounted.
Settings are adjusted during factory test run.
Applications
Building services, industry, power stations, food and beverage
industries, and chemical industry. The pneumatic actuators can be
used in potentially explosive atmospheres.

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000409

SISTO-LAD
Control air pressure [bar]
Closing force [N]

≤ 6
≤ 20000

Description
Diaphragm actuator in compact design for mounting on valves with
a linear stem movement (globe valves, diaphragm valves and gate
valves). Available in single-acting spring-to-close or spring-to-open
design, or double-acting air-to-open/air-to-close design; suitable for
mounting limit switches or positioners to suit customer
requirements, factory-mounted. Settings are adjusted during factory
test run.
Applications
Building services, industry, power stations; suitable for abrasive and
aggressive products such as service water, waste water, acids,
alkaline solutions, sludges and suspensions.

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000805
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SISTO-C LAP
Control air pressure [bar]
Closing force [N]

5,5 - 7
≤ 20000

Description
Piston actuator in high-grade stainless steel design for use on SISTO-
C diaphragm valves. Available in single-acting spring-to-close or
spring-to-open design, or double-acting air-to-open/air-to-close
design; suitable for mounting limit switches or positioners to suit
customer requirements, factory-mounted. Settings are adjusted
during factory test run.
Applications
Biotechnology, pharmaceutical industry, sterile processes, food and
beverage industry.

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000320

MIL 37-38
Permissible pressure [psi]
Stroke [inch]
NPS

65
≤ 4

11 - 24

Description
MIL 37 (fail-safe position: spring-to-close) and MIL 38 (fail-safe
position: spring-to-open) are pneumatic single-spring diaphragm
actuators for linear valves.
Applications
Ideally suited for all KSB MIL control valves with travels ranging
from 0.125 to 4 inches; shut-off and control duties in industry,
power stations, process engineering, chemical and petrochemical
engineering.

https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/
actuators/37-38-pneumatic-act/

MIL 67-68
Permissible pressure [psi]
Stroke [inch]
NPS

100
< 12

6 - 24

Description
High-power high-performance double-acting piston actuator
suitable for high supply air pressures (up to 100 psi; system air,
natural gas or other non-corrosive gaseous fluids can be used).
Applications
Ideally suited for all KSB MIL control valves requiring greater power
or stroke. Shut-off and control duties in industry, power stations,
process engineering, chemical and petrochemical engineering.

https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/
actuators/67-68-piston-cylinder/
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Monitoring

AMTROBOX
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP67/IP68
≥ -20 - ≤ +80

Description
Multi-functional AMTROBOX limit switch box. For open/closed
position signalling via mechanical limit switches or proximity
sensors. AMTROBOX (R1149) mounts on MR manual gearboxes,
ACTAIR NG pneumatic actuators and HQ hydraulic actuators.
Applications
Water engineering, building services and energy engineering

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463

AMTROBOX EEx ia
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP67
≥ -10 - ≤ +50

Description
Multi-functional AMTROBOX limit switch box. For open/closed
position signalling via mechanical limit switches or proximity
sensors. AMTROBOX EEx ia (R1172): intrinsically safe version for
potentially explosive atmospheres.
Applications
Water engineering, building services and energy engineering

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463

AMTROBOX ATEX Zone 22
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP67
≥ -10 - ≤ +60

Description
Multi-functional AMTROBOX limit switch box. For open/closed
position signalling via mechanical limit switches or proximity
sensors. AMTROBOX ATEX (X1140, X1149): ATEX-compliant version
for potentially explosive dust atmospheres (Zone 22).
Applications
Water engineering, building services and energy engineering

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463

AMTROBOX F
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP67
≥ -25 - ≤ +70

Description
Limit switch box for mounting on levers and manual actuators with
ISO 5211 interface for open/closed position signalling via proximity
sensors. Mounts on lever type series S or C or on manual actuator
type series MN or MR. Thanks to its particularly low height
(< 5 mm), it can be mounted between any valve and actuator with
ISO 5211 interface.
Applications
Water engineering, building services and energy engineering

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463

AMTROBOX M
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP65
≥ -20 - ≤ +80

Description
Limit switch box specially designed for manual actuation. For open/
closed position signalling via mechanical limit switches or proximity
sensors. AMTROBOX M mounts on the S series of quarter-turn levers
(R1020) and manual gearbox types MA 12 and MA 25 (R1021).
Applications
Water engineering, building services and energy engineering

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463
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AMTROBOX R
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP68
≥ -45 - ≤ +80

Description
Sturdy and multi-functional. For open/closed position signalling via
mechanical limit switches or proximity sensors. AMTROBOX R
(R1187) mounts on MR manual gearboxes, ACTAIR NG pneumatic
actuators, HQ hydraulic actuators and any actuators with VDI/VDE
interface.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering, offshore plants and heavy
industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463

AMTROBOX R EEx ia
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP68
≥ -25 - ≤ +80

Description
Sturdy and multi-functional. For open/closed position signalling via
mechanical limit switches or proximity sensors. AMTROBOX R EEx ia
(R1188): intrinsically safe version for potentially explosive
atmospheres (Zones 0 + 21).
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering, offshore plants and heavy
industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463

AMTROBOX R Ex d
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP68
≥ -25 - ≤ +70

Description
Sturdy and multi-functional. For open/closed position signalling via
mechanical limit switches or proximity sensors. AMTROBOX R Exd
(R1189): intrinsically safe version for potentially explosive
atmospheres.
Applications
All applications in water engineering, energy engineering, offshore
plants and heavy industry.

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000463

MIL 400L
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP65
≥ -20 to ≤ +80

Description
MIL 400L electronic position transmitters are designed for
transmitting the linear or rotary movement of control valve stems
by means of a 4-20 mA output signal. To ensure a high level of
accuracy, MIL 400L designs operate on the LVDT (Linear Variable
Differential Transformer) principle.
Applications
For continuous actual-position feedback.

https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/
accessories/400-l/

MIL 496
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP65
≥ -50 to ≤ +80

Description
MIL 496 rotary limit switches (with SPDT/DPDT microswitches or
proximity sensors) are used for electrically signalling one or two pre-
defined positions of control valve travel. They can be connected to
acoustic or optical alarm equipment in order to signal a valve or
system malfunction or to actuate solenoids, relays and other
electrical devices
Applications
Indication of open/closed/intermediate valve positions.

https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/
accessories/mil-496/
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ON/OFF valve controllers

AMTRONIC
Enclosure
Control air pressure [bar]
T [°C]

IP67
3 - 8

≥ -20 - ≤ +80

Description
On/off control of pneumatic quarter-turn actuators and open/closed
position signalling. Mounts directly on ACTAIR NG actuators with no
need for a bracket, providing a rugged, compact and integrated
solution. Its integrated directional control valve eliminates the need
for any pneumatic lines between AMTRONIC and the actuator. The
actuating time of the actuator can be set via AMTRONIC's air flow
reducer. AMTRONIC can be connected to Profibus DP or AS-i field
buses. AMTRONIC has been specially developed to reduce control
unit cabling. Connection via field bus enables both power supply
and control information exchange with the process control system.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000462

Positioners

SMARTRONIC MA
Enclosure
Control air pressure [bar]
T [°C]

IP67
2 - 7

≥ -20 - ≤ +80

Description
SMARTRONIC MA (R1310) is an electro-pneumatic digital positioner
powered via the 4-20 mA signal. Mounts on ACTAIR NG/
DYNACTAIR NG actuators with direct compressed air supply, or on
any type of quarter-turn actuator with VDI/VDE 3845 interface and
linear actuators with NAMUR interface. SMARTRONIC MA reduces
investment, commissioning and operating costs as the unit
consumes no air while idle.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000461

SMARTRONIC AS-i
Enclosure
Control air pressure [bar]
T [°C]

IP67
3 - 8

≥ -20 - ≤ +80

Description
Electro-pneumatic digital positioner for connection to an AS-i field
bus. Certified by AS International. Mounts on ACTAIR NG/
DYNACTAIR NG actuators with direct compressed air supply, or on
any type of quarter-turn actuator with VDI/VDE 3845 interface and
linear actuators with NAMUR interface.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000874

MIL 7400
Control air pressure [bar]
T [°C]

1 - 5
≥ -50 to ≤ +80

Description
MIL 7400 pneumatic positioners employ a force balance system to
ensure that the position of the valve plug is directly proportional to
the controller output signal pressure, regardless of gland friction,
diaphragm actuator hysteresis or off-balance forces on the valve
plug.
Applications
Universally used for valve positioning using a pneumatic control
signal.

https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/
accessories/mil-7400-pneumatic-positioner/

Not available for worldwide sale   Actuator/AutomationNot available for worldwide sale
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MIL 8013
Enclosure
T [°C]

IP66
≥ -30 to ≤ +80

Description
MIL 8013 electro-pneumatic positioners provide precise and reliable
valve positioning and superior dynamic response by directly
comparing the valve stem position with the controller's DC output
signal. The resulting dynamic response and positioning accuracy
exceeds that of any sensor/pneumatic positioner combination.
Applications
Universally used for valve positioning using an electrical control
signal.

https://www.ksb.com/ksb-in/products-and-services/control-valves-actuators-accessories/
accessories/mil-8013-epp/

Intelligent positioners

SMARTRONIC PC
Enclosure
Control air pressure [bar]
T [°C]

IP67
3 - 8

≥ -20 - ≤ +80

Description
SMARTRONIC PC (R1312) is an intelligent, compact and innovative
positioner. The integrated control offered by this multi-functional
control unit represents the latest in open-loop and closed-loop
control technology for valves. The unit attaches directly to
ACTAIR NG and DYNACTAIR NG actuators with no need for a
bracket or external piping, providing a rugged, compact overall
solution. SMARTRONIC PC offers four functions: programmable
characteristic curves for valve opening and closing, intelligent
positioning, process monitoring and control. SMARTRONIC PC is PC
programmable and can be connected to a Profibus DP field bus.
Applications
Water engineering, energy engineering and industry

http://shop.ksb.com/catalog/k0/en/product/ES000873
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